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I Introduction
Various problems in theory of solids lead to the
consideration of interactions among dipoles. Typical examples
are the dielectric and thermal behavior of certain crystals
containing polar molecules and of most of the substances
used in experiments on adiabatic demagnetization. The para-
magnetic substances which are suitable for these experiments
must contain magnetic moments whose freedom of orientation is
practically unhampered by interactions. This requirement is
satisfied by magnetic ions which contain an odd number of elec-
trons. In fact, there is a theorem, due to Kramers~ which
states that magnetic ions, consisting of an odd number of elec-
trons, maintain a double degeneracy in any electrostatic field.
Therefore, in this case, the usually important Stark effect is
ineffective. Nernst's theorem requires, however, that some mech-
anism should exist which will split the degeneracy. This splitting
will actually take place by means of the direct magnetic (dipole-
dipole) forces between ions, or through exchange forces. The
latter, although electrostatic in origin, are not purely electro-
static in nature and it is not in conflict with Kramer's theorem
to have these forces removing the degeneracy. Of these two forces,
it is almost certain that the dipole coupling is more important
in the paramagnetic salts usually used. Moreover, in contrast
to most types of interaction, the dipole coupling contains no
unknown constants which refer to the atomic or crystalline struc-
ture of the substance. Thus, the calculation of the magnetic
interaction energies and of the partition is of added interest
because there is the possibility of it being carried completely
-2-
through.
At present, the theory of dipole interactions in
crystals is in a rather unsatisfactory state. The simplest
approach is that of the Lorentz local field but this method
2
leads to very serious difficulties. We will not enter into
a discussion of this field, or of its consequences, but only
mention in passing that it predicts a great many substances
should behave ferroelectrically. In reality, such behavior
is never observed. Another approach to the problem has been
3
made by Onsager. The model is again a local field one (i.e.
the effect of each of the dipoles on a single dipole is re-
placed by an average field at the dipole) and although it re-
moves some of the difficulties of the Lorentz field, it is by
no means a satisfactory theory. While the Lorentz field pre-
dicts too many transition points, the Onsager field predicts
too few. (In fact, it will never produce a transition because
the local field is always taken parallel to the dipole in ques-
tion and can, therefore, have no orienting effect upon it.)
For a critical discussion of this method, we refer the reader
2
once more to the article of Van Vleck.
The first rigorous treatment of the problem seems to
4
be due to Waller. This method was also independently developed
2
by Van Vleck. The idea here is to expand the partition function
in inverse powers of the temperature, the coefficients of the
first few terms being fairly simple to evaluate. The method is
a rigorous quantum mechanical one and is certainly valid at high
-3-
temperatures (kT)> dipole interaction energy.) However, the
region of principal interest is low temperatures and it is
precisely here that the method fails utterly. This is due to
poor convergence of the series in question. That this is so
5
is seen most clearly in a paper by Van Vleck on Cs-Ti alum,
where he shows that retaining the first few terms of the expan-
sion leads to completely absurd results, i.e. a negative speci-
fic heat.
6
Other attempts have been made to develop a theory
valid for arbitrary temperature and field strength with no sat-
isfactory results. In general, one would expect any "nearest
neighbor" method to fail, not only because of the long range of
the dipole forces, but also because of their peculiar directive
nature. The latter would tend to make averaging over direction
a poor approximation.
An entirely different sort of.calculation has been
7
performed by Sauer. He computed the' energies of certain intui-
tively'selected dipole arrays by direct summation of the dipole
interaction energies. It is clearly evident from his calcula-
tions that the energy of an array is not a function of its
magnetization only (as would be predicted by the Lorentz local
field) as he found that different arrays of polarization may
have widely different energies.
The purpose of the present paper is to develop a new
method of attacking the problem of dipole interaction in crys-
tals. In Section II, re shall develop a simple and rigorous
"normal coordinate" method of clculating the energies of
-4-
dipole arrays. The fact that the dipole moments of the individual
ions enter the formula for the interaction energy quadratically
enables us to reduce the entire problem to the diagonalization
of a certain quadratic form, i.e. to an eigenvalue problem.
Here, group theory may be employed to advantage in determining
the eigenvectors of the characteristic rmtrix. We shall then
apply it to the determination of the minimum energy arrays with
and without external magnetic field. This is made possible by
superposition theorems for the arrays which allow us to "add"
arrays as vectors in a vector space, the energies lso being
additive. he method is denonstrated by the complete solution
for a very syrmmetrical class of simple cubic (S.C.) arrays and
the results are then extended to the body centered (B.C.) cubic
and face centered (F.C.) cubic. Detailed numerical calculations
are also given for the above three cases.
In Section III, we discuss the quantum mechanics of
the model given above. Here a general theorem is proven relat-
ing quantum mechanical expectations and classical values. by
means of simple examples,the nature of the quantum mechanical
problem is investigated.
In Section IV, we discuss the statistical mechanics
of a dipole array. Here, an approximate method is developed
for treating the problem. it is applicable only in the region
where deviations from the completely ordered case are small.
This does not necessarily mean low temperatures but implies
that the ratio of acting field, whether internal or external,
to temperature is large. This calculation is given classically
and "half" quantum mechanically, the quantum procedure being
-5-
8
that given previously by Kramers and Heller for a problem in
ferronmagnetism. The problem falls naturally into two parts;
first, when the external field is large compared to the inter-
actions and second, when it is small. These problems are
treated separately. All the calculations of this section
refer to simple cubic arrays only.
Yinally, in Section V, we discuss the possible appli-
cation of our results to experiment. In particular, we consider
the experiments of eHaas and Wiersma on the adiabatic demagne-
tization of Us-Ti alum in the light of our theory.
-6-
II ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS
1) The Energy of a eneral Dipole Array
Let us first consider S.C. dipole arrays obtained from
S.C. lattices by placing a dipole of definite moment and direc-
tion at every lattice point (l.p.). Dimensionless quantities
will be used throughout this paper. Dipole moments will be
measured in terms of an arbitrary dipole moment/i, length in
terms of the lattice constant a. All magnetic (or electric)
3
fields will be expressed in units of L/a and energies per unit
2 2
volume in terms of , where N is the number of dipoles
per unit volume. (In the SC., B.C. and F.C. cases one has
. /a3 2/a3 4/a3 respectively.)
In terms of these units, the energy of any array
may be written:
. (1)
where ' means a summation ovex
m = (ml, 2, m2, m3 ) and n _ (nl, n2,
the distance between the points m
m2-n2, m3-n3)- ( 1 , 2 , 3 and
unit vector in the direction of the
We may write equation (1)
Z!_ X A-
(:4 5 i 
; all integral values of
n3) such that mb n. fe is
and n, i.e. t= (ml-nl,
(1 2 3 is a(' m' tm' Am ) is a
mt h dipole.
in the form
114fl
(2)
where 1 defines a matrix whose elements are given by:
-··· ~~bA* ,
-7-
for ll m
for mn
(3)
From the definition (3), it immediately follows that
1'
4 OJ-0 (4)
Now, if we regard the set of numbers
column vector/ , we have (by (2))
quadratic form
matrix '(
10
as forming a
that the energy A is
in the components of / . If we denote
a
the
by W, we may write (2) in the form
WI W kA4
(5)
the indicated multiplications being matrix multiplications nd/4
representing the transpose of /I . To diagonalize this quadradic
form, we make the following substitution
A IIa_ 4i/ 9
'- AN-
(6)
is the (j ,n)th
That we may
eigenvector of the matrix W.
expand an arbitrary vector/ in the eigenvectors of
W follows from well known theorems since W is a real, symmet-
ric matrix. Substitution of (6) into (5) yields
IIjJ i
A", 4&.
E L~~~~~~~~~~~~
Iv He 4( W -04$
J66 M 4- -.
. .ai= 0A-8%
7F _' I- -3. IQ4
'*
..
,/Too 
where y,
1.
..I*m
but by definition of
Further, we may always choose the '
orthogonal and mormalized, i.e. so that
so that they are
Ho g = i}#E^
0 44 0 iI 
Il~ sl6, (8)
Substituting these in our expression for A
'14
- 2
we obtain
A 1I, (
(9)
That is, if we consider our new variables 3 as the independ-
ent variables, we hare reduced the energy expression to a sum of
squares. If now the 2 and 11/: were known, we could cal-
culate the energy of any dipole array immediately from (9). The
would be given in the usual way, i.e. multiplying (6) by
/e,, we get
_~~~~~C 
-·~L
* 
--The A are the eigenv-lues of W.-The are the eignvlues o W
~~~~~~Vr~   ~ ~~ M
-8-
ii
we hve
* (7)
-9-
and (9) becomes
I _ Z
(10)
(10) is an explicit formula for the energy of any dipole array
requiring only the knowledge of the eigenvectors and eigen-
values of a certain matrix W.
To find these, let us consider the eigenvlue equa-
tion / X _ AX
Written out in components, this takes the form
Z
.
4f F, _
(11)
X being the (j,n)th
X.
component ofX
from group theory or simply from substitutiom
is a function only of m-nl
form
2
2-
.l ow it follows
12
that since /
A -*%k
, the eigenvectors must have the
y I(s)Q e , C( )
(12)
where 6= (l1,G2,0'3), G is the length of the sample
along any one of the crystplogrephic directions and 77 I,) are
a set of numbers independent of m. Periodic boundary conditions
now require that i is an integer. In order to obtain the
proper number of solutions, we restrict ( i
o f i 
to the values
G-1.
Substitution of (12) into (11) now gives:
i
2 Skid2od e *~ LI Ilia)  " W ""
/V-*^~;N 3VLA')
I I1
T f
A"
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)t (6) r I Q(¢, i ()~(13)
where
/'1 e
i iJ eX)
,- A~ (14)
if we neglect surface effects. Since (14) is independent of
m or n, we hare reduced the problem of finding the eigen-
value of W to that of finding the eigenvalues ofQij () .
The latter is only a three by three matrix and therefore, the
problem is (in principle) solved. The eigenvalues will be
given as roots of the secular equation t Q ({ ) -. SI
from which we may determine the ~11(.) The () will
fall into three sets a1) k 1,2,3),which we choose
theeorthogonal and normlized so that the total eigenvector is(1normalized to 1. If we label the eigenvector by (k ,), wehav r efo r the p( j n)t h omo ent
X A (15)
* The three eigenvectors which correspond to a given' may
be thought of as corresponding to the three different polari-
zations of a sound wave in a solid. Since the forces in theis
case are anisotropic, one cannot simply break these waves up
into transverse and longitudinal ones, but one must work with
superpositions as the proper modes.
-II-
p'rom these eigenvectors, it would be possible to
form a set which are real. This is equivalent to the transi-
tion from the x'ourier series in complex form to the ordinary
iourier series in sine and cosine. owever, for simplicity's
sake, we leave the result in the form (15.)
Unfortunately, the general relationships just
given are rather hard to deal with. To obtain concrete results,
we shall have to specialize them. The cases we shall study are
those arrays for which Ow-o ( . In the S.u. case, there
are 24 such arrays which we shall name r basic arrays (B.A.)
These arrays have the property of being left invariant by any
translation of the lattice by two lattice spacings. Because
of the great simplicity of this special case, we shall develop
for it a special formalism rather than derive the properties
from the general equations given above.
There are good reasons to believe that the configurations
of lowest (and highest) energy are of the class A . ll pre-
viously calculated arrays (for example, by Sauer) are of this
class. iio rigorous proof of this statement seems to be possible
however before a thorough investigation of the matrix elements
Q"('C¢) is made. The series which represent them may be
transformed into Y9 -functions (this has been independently
noticed by H. Primakoff-privete communication to Dr. C. Kittel
in another connection) but as yet we have not been able to
utilize this transformation in establishing the result above.
-12-
2) Vector pace Representations of 2 Dipole Arrays
Let r be the group of cubic translations
i 2 ' J +e 3 k ( /f1,12,213 are integers, i, j, k are unit
vectors in the x,y,z directions respectively.)
The most completely symmetrical arrays are invariant
under the same group, i.e. all their dipoles are equal and
perallel. (This situation corresponds to W>- ' 6 O =
in our former notation.) These arrays are of importance in
building up others and will be called o arrays. The dipole
interaction energy of an E array is -1/2 (4/3 -e),
where is the demagnetization coefficient. P'or a spherical
sample I- 4W/3 and the energy vanishes. A more general
class of arrays is obtained if invariance is required only
under the subgroup r 2 of r consisting of the translations
of the form 1 (21i) 2 (2i) - 3(2). These are the 2
arrays and will be the only ones considered in this paper. hey
correspond as mentioned above to 6 i 0 or .
To generate such arrays, we have to specify 8 dipoles
p ( = 1,2....8), where V is associated in some definite
manner with corners of the unit cube having the coordinates
11 '2 , 3- 0,1. The whole array is constructed by the trans-
lations r 2
The resulting array may be considered as a superposi-
tion of eight arrays each of which consists of parallel dipoles.
These arrays are geometrically similar to the S arrays previ-
ously introduced but have a lattice constant two (in units of a).
These shall also be called S arrays; in case of ambiguity, the
-13-
lattice constant will be specified. This point of view will be
useful for the numerical calculations of 3.)
It is seen that every array of class r 2 can be spec-
ified by a set of 24 numbers, e.g.,the three rectangular compon-
ents of the 8 dipole moments p , py 'Pz = 1,2,.....8. Also,
in a more concise notation Pi , i 1,2,...24.
In the cases of practical interest, the dipoles placed
at the 8 cute corners will have moments of the same absolute
value which will be denoted by p. 'or such an array, the 24
numbers satisfy the 8 conditions
(16)
It will,however, prove advantageous to temporarily
disregard these conditions and admit arrays of unequal dipole
moments into the class P 2. In this case, every set of 24
real numbers defines a 2 array and there is a one to one
correspondence between these arrays and the points of a 24-dimen-
sional vector space . The arrays satisfying the conditions
(16) will be called arrays of constant(dipole) strength p. The
corresponding points form a 16-dimensional hypersurface in A .
This will be frequently used in what follows and will be briefly
called the"constant dipole surface."
The dipole strength of our array should be distinguished from
its resultant dipole moment. The latter is proportional to
the vector sum of the moments of the 8 cube corners.
-14-
The operations of addition multiplication with a
scalar and taking the scalar product are defined in the usual
*
manner.
(a) Pp Q P * n
(b) CP p (17)
(c) P, : p". q
The square of the norm of an array P is defined as
P P I (P (18)
If the array P is of constant strength p, its norm is
82p.
In order to compute the energy of an array P, it is
necessary to know the field generated by P at all the lattice
points. Obviously, the field will have the same symmetry (r 2 )
as the array. Hence, the set of vectors representing the field
at the lattice points will again correspond to a vector in the
space B? , and will be denoted by F.
The operation leading from any array P to its field
F can be regarded as a mapping of the space on itself. One
may write symbolically
F P (191
where is the "field operator." It is linear, as follows at
once from the well-known expression for the field f of a dipole
p at a point r:
Boldfaced small letters will denote ordinary 3-dimensional
vectors and boldfaced capital letters vectors in the 24-dimension-
al vector space.
f (3r(p.r) - pr2/r5 (20)
The dipole interaction energy per unit volume is
U -1/16)P.F -(1/16 )P- P (21)
Equation (21) is an invariant relation independent of the choice
of coordinate system. If, as above, we choose a coordinatb
system in which the array is represented by the rectangular
components of the 8 dipole moments then one may rewrite Eq.(21)
in matrix form: *7
st th y ety re l atio(22)
The matrix % satisfies the symmetry relation
cJ v*. (23)
This is a direct consequence of the existence of a
potential energy for two dipoles; the energy can be considered
as scalar product of the first dipole moment with the field due
to the second or vice versa. (Cf. equation (19) above.)
It is sometimes convenient to write (22) and (23)
in a more concise form by replacing the index couple ,%~ by
a single index i running from 1 to 24.
One has
Ur= - 62 4c t At (22a)
The numerical factor in this expression is explained as follows:
the energy per unit volume is in our units the energy of one dipole
while (6) involves 8 dipoles. The additional factor corrects
in the usual manner the fact that the interaction of every pair 
dipoles is counted twice.
In case of vectors inthe spaceR superscripts describe compon-
ents and subscripts distinguish between different vectors.
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The quadratic form (22) can be transformed into a
sum of squares by means of an orthogonal transformation of the
coordinate system in R which leaves (18) invariant (rotation).
The new coordinate system will be given by an orthogonal set of
vectors Ai, i 1, 2,.....24, which will be called basic arrays
(B.A.). These are closely analogous to the normal coordinates
introduced for the description of vibrating systems. The calcu-
lation of the energy of an arbitrary array can then be reduced
to finding the characteristic values of the operator . This
problem is greatly facilitated by group theoretical methods,
based on the remark that the operator is invariant under
the group I .
(24)
This relation is intuitively evident, as it is immater-
ial whether a translation r is carried out on a field F, or on
a corresponding array P and the mapping leading to the field
is carried out afterwards.
It follows from (24) by standard methods used in case
of other linear operators (Schroedinger operator, vibrating sys-
tems) that the eigenvectors can be so chosen as to transform
according to irreducible representations of the group r.
This represents but a small modification of the procedure
given in 1).
In fact, it is invariant also under the group including the
cubic rotations. However, this will be of no importance in the
special case considered in the present paper.
-17-
It may be remarked that so far no essential use has
been made of the fact that the arrays P are of the class r2
If instead of r 2 another sub-group of r had been chosen,
the only difference in the above considerations would be that
the number of dimensions of the space 'N would be larger than
24.
The actual solution of the eigenvalue problem is con-
siderably simpler, however, for the class r 2 than for the
general classes.
A r 2 array consisting of dipoles all pointing
in, say, the x direction gives rise to fields at the l.p.
pointing in the same direction, i.e.
Ila - 0 unless x y (25)
This is caused by the fact that a r2 array is
invariant under a mirroring y - -y, while the expression
of the y component of the field consists of terms proportional
to xy and thus changes sign.
In addition, because of the cubic rotational symmetry
iV 3 (26)
Thus, the 24-dimensional matrix is reduced to three
identical 8x8 matrices.
It is- well known that the representations of the
group r are the roots of unity. In the case of r 2 arrays
the relevant roots are the square roots 1 and -1. One is
thus led uniquely to a definition of the B.A. which will be
-18-
given now. The fact that they are .A., i.e. characteristic
vectors of the operators can be easily verified without any
reference to group theory.
Corresponding to the reduction of the matrix j into
3 identical 8 row matrices, the 24 .A. fall into 3 groups
Xi, Yi'Zi' i 1, 2,....8 consisting of dipoles pointing in
the x,y,z directions, respectively.
The 8 non-vanishing components of the Z i arrays are
given by
i = 1,2,...8
whered,4;,)T,= 0,1. It may be recalled
are associated with the 8 cube corners
has the following 8 possibilities:
0 0 0
0 0 1
Z3
.-p
Z5
Z6
1 0 0
0 1 0
that the superscripts
1'12L- 3 = 0,1. One
0( P L
1 1 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1
These arrays are explicitly given in Fig. 1.
are obtained from Zi through cubic rotations, so
that identical subcripts: refer to identical geometric arrange-
- _
ments. Being basic arrays the Z1 ....Z8 are orthogonal. They
obey the relations:
Zi· Zj
'
-Q
(28)
-U1)
and similarly the Xi and Yi 
Equation (28) can be verified either by means of
Fig. 1 or algebraically as follows:
(27)
Z1
and Yi
Xi
Z = H ?;Is+f;1
= 8 C i
Z2 Z b
_ _
Z4
I
'1' V I
Zs Z Z Z
1;i; 1. 1'! it l)htsic amras. Ill lcrctlli.le tlec
IUla)els /•'3 :t1(1 Z4.
ZI
-i) -,
Z. 
I
= -
V =,
-19-
V.2 V
id, f ,ip $ - ( t ) , * (gV srJ
If i j, then at least one of the inequalities holds:
aiwa j, ij9 ,if )j Say aiaj, then ai+aj=l and Zi. Z j= 0
because of the summation over
Xi'Yi'Zi form a complete set of 24 orthogonal
vectors and are the only ones which have the correct trans-
formation properties. Hence, they solve the eigenvalue
problem:
)G 1. 1 V7 Yr 71 K- I52 1
(29)
Because of the completeness, every r 2 array P
can be represented as
) .-
with ai = PXi, b = P'Yi, ci PZ i The square of
the norm of is obtained in terms of the new coordinates
from (18) and (30) and the orthogonality relations:
a,' b. vpp -P. P 
(31)
The factor 8 arises because the B.A. are normalized to have
the dipole strength urity, and hence, have the norm 8 The
Eauation (29) could be easily verified directly using the
explicit expressions to be given in 3).
= 2: (-)
-20-
-)
field corresponding to P is
8 _ e V5 Z ( ; 7c;. X, . .i (32)- )
and the energy per unit volume
* = ,
where Ui = -fi/2.
It is seen that the computation of the energy of
any r 2 array is reduced to the knowledge of the character-
istic values fi. These have been computed by a method out-
lined in the next section and the values are to be found in
Table II.
From the point of view of practical application,
there is also a somewhat different problem to be considered:
given a S. C. crystal with dipoles of constant moment (taken
as unity), but undetermined orientation, what is the P 2
array of lowest energy? Or, in the terminology introduced
above: find the minimum value of the energy (33) for arrays
lying on a given constant dipole surface. These arrays satisfy
the 8 auxiliary conditions (16) which can be rewritten in terms
of B.A. as follows:
( - *s.4J (t I ,;bJ ( I c )- I. . =,(re ~ ~ ~ I (3V(r
(YI+}V=1 Ito .-.. P
^rABLE I. Values of the fields.
are valid for spherical samples.
should be adtled to everv term
(ftemnagnetization coefficient. 'I'he
hi are to be foundl in Table II.
The values given for Z1
Otherwise ((47r/3 )- I )Z,
in the irst line. I is the
nllinerical 'values o' /'t, ,
Field at F;ield at
1.p. B.C. X' ;ace
ields at U;.C.
}YZ Face ZX F' ace
hlZi hlZi
() ()()g ()
() ()()Y7 ()
, 4 Y 8 al4X,;]t S ] /h4XS
Array
Z1
Z.,
Zs
Z 4
Zo
ZG
Z7
Z 
0
f2Z2f3Z3
f4Z4
f3 Z 5
f6 Z6
f.7Z7
()
0
()
0
()
gY 7
MXG
()
- 2h Z 
- 2 Z
()
0
_I _ ___ __ __I_
I ------- -- '- -
T'I.It[: I I. Characteristic valtles f, g, an(d hI.
221 1 ) 1 . ) .Sz A ;(,
, 2)+,'.2,
1 t 1 2 24') ( ,
4, 4)- -sy('2,
/'2 Is (o2-
118 =
11 G-- 4' S z (,
'U VS (4 z
hIl = S' (0,
h.,= 5~z(0,
]1 - -2-Sy( (),
]14 -'[.S,((),
(), o)]
(, 0)]
(), ())]
0, ())]
1 1\
I I ]
4, 41
= - .687
4= .844
= 4.844
5.351
= -- 2. 0 76 
= -- 2.() 7 ()
= 1 ().62()
= 4.334
= 7.i.9(2
= 17.065
= 14.461
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The standard procedure of accounting for the auxiliary condi-
tions by the method of Lagrange multipliers proves to be very
cumbersome. The following artifice yields the desired result
without any further calculation, not only in the simple case
considered here, but also in some of the more complicated cases
discussed later: The condition of constant dipole strength
unity implies that the norm of the array is 8, or using (31)
2 (4> +S* CIL ) = I
(35)
The conditions (34) imply (35), but not vice versa. Therefore,
they will be called briefly the strong and the weak conditions,
respectively.
The procedure consists in minimizing the energy (33)
under the weak condition alone. This can be done at once by
means of the well known extremum property of the characteristic
values.10
The lowest value of the energy is -fm/2 where
fm is the greatest characteristic value of the operator
The array is a linear combination of the B.A. corresponding
to fm If some of these linear combinations satisfy the
strong conditions, then the original problem is solved.
It is seen from Table II that the lowest energy for
the S.C. lattice is -f5/2 = -2.676. The corresponding array
__ -~ -- 2 2 2is aXbsYs+c Z5 with a52+b 5 = 1. It is easily
seen that this array satisfies the strong condition and rep-
resents the correct solution of the problem.
-22-
3) Calculation of the Fields
The object of this section is the computation of the
characteristic values fi defined in the preceding section.
According to its definition, f is the value of the field
of the ith B.A.,say Zi, at a lattice point. It was pointed
out at the beginning of 2) that any r 2 array (and thus
in particular i) can be considered as a superposition of
eight S arrays of lattice constant two. Hence, the field at
any point of a B.A. will be known as soon as the field of an S
array is known at every point. We shall denote the field of a z
directed S array as S(r), r being the location of the point
in question.
Using the expression () for the field of a dipole,
we arrive at the following equations for the x,y, and z com-
ponents
211St (no s E 3 bale e {( *
(36)
*Set) .... ./.- .. -l- rt1-1
S(r) is a spatial vector point function of the points r within
the unit cell, and should not be confused with the 24 dimensional
vectors representing the field at the lattice points.
-23-
Using the function S(r) (which we shall call the
"characteristic function"), we may write the field Hi at
- -9
any point r of Zi explicitly as
--ft - ,( Cls4(r;X S 4- -:6)
(37)
-" 1
where ai' pil i correspond to the B.A. Zi. The 2 in
the argument of the characteristic function and the multi-
plying the entire expression arise from the fact that the
characteristic function is defined for an S array with lattice
constant unity, while the component S arrays of a B.A. have
lattice constant equal to two. Thus, the question of finding
the characteristic values is reduced to the knowledge of the
values of the function S at the points with coordinates having
half integral values.
It will be seen in the next section that the solution
of the characteristic value problem for the B.C. and F.C. lattices
necessitates the knowledge of the field in the body centers and
face centers. These may also be obtained provided a few more
values of the function S(r) are computed.
In the actual computation of the fields full use is
made of symmetry considerations, which show that at many points
the field is zero, or is simply related to the field at other
points. As a typical example, we shall show that the field of
Z6 at a lattice point is minus one-half the field of Z5 at a
lattice point. From the expression for the dipole interaction
(20) and the definition of the basic arrays, one easily finds
A, 2fooo -=
74't
(-)1 "A)
z -
27 rb-'' J
(ffi4 +A'
noticing that and 2 enter into (38) in the same manner,
we get
/mrma 2 2 ' A, AgL (-,; .( ' a
Interchangii
aic
ng 't and 13 in (39) we get
(-) t
. 77 (,4 '" 4)a i, ~.0 '3 L Jr
(.-J
which is the required result.
Many other relationships exist, connecting the different
fields at the body centers with each other, connecting different
lattice point fields, different face-center fields, etco By means
of these relationships, it is possible to calculate the fields
at the lattice points, body centers and face centers of a B.A.
by computing only six different values of the characteristic
Such procedures may be justified by transforming these series
to absolutely convergent ones by means of the Ewald method.
For details see J. Bouman, Archives Neerlandaises [3A , 13,
1-28 (1931)
(38)
(39)
II I I I I __
I I I I I
-r'~~ ML 1 1r..zr' 
(J, 'e-L)r/
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function S(r). These are Sz( 2, 0,0), S (O, ), Sy , 
1 1 11 1 1 1Sz(o, I 4)9 Sy(O i ) S (1 1 ) It is clear that others
could have been chosen, but these turn out to be convenient.
Tabel I gives all the fields expressed in terms of these fields.
The numerical values of the first three have been taken from a
paper of McKeehan1 3 while the others have been calculated using
the Ewald 14 method. A check on our values may be obtained from
i 1 1 1
McKeehan since it is possible to evaluate Sy(O, 1 , )-Sy(1, ,)
from his tables. The agreement is excellent. The values of
these fields are
S ( ,0,0) = -15.0+0, S (,, 1) = 12.329
Sz(,0,1) = S.334,  (0o , 1) = 31.521
Sy(11) = 10.620, Sy(l,P, f) = 2.599
Tables I and II give the resulting values of all the fields.
4) Body Centered and Face Centered Arrays
It is convenient to consider the B.C. and F.C. arrays
as consisting of to and four S.C. arrays respectively, which
can be resolved into B.A. In this representation, the field
matrix contains diagonal elements corresponding to the energies
of the constitutent S.C. arrays and off-diagonal elements giving
the interaction of B.A. at different points. The interaction
terms are listed in Tables I and II. It is apparent that most
of the off-diagonal terms vanish and the energy of any B.C. or
F.C. array can be readily computed. As an example, we have
-26-
considered a set of arrays previously computed by Sauer.
Table III compares the energies resulting from the decomposi-
tion into B.A. with the values obtained by Sauer through direct
summation.
This representation does not lead in any systematic
way to the minimum energy configuration of an array of given
dipole strength. The latter problem can be solved by complet-
ing the diagonalization of the field matrix and introducing
B.A. in the 48- and 96-dimensional vector spaces corresponding
to B.C. and F.C. arrays respectively. Since most of the off-
diagonal terms vanished in the above representation, this can
be easily carried out. The procedure will be explained in
detail for the B.C. case.
It is seen from Table II that if one of the B.A.
Xi, Yi' Zi (i 6,7) is placed at the lattice points, it gives
rise to no field at the body center. Similarly, one of these
arrays placed at the body centers will give rise to no field
at the lattice points, as the lattice points and the body
centers are interchangeable. Thus, by placing Xi at the
lattice points and nothing at the body centers, we obtain
a B. A. and similarly placing X i at the body centers and
nothing at the lattice points will also give B.A. We now
introduce the notation P, Q] to denote a B.C. array with P
at the lattice points and Q at the body centers. The above
B.A. will then be written as [Xi, 0 and O, Xi] , respec-
tively. Using the same process on Yi, Zi, we obtain four
more B.A. [Yi O] ' [Lo Y ' ' p ' 6' Zi ] ' These six
I'l.nr l III. Arrays calclated1 by Sauer. (Saier's symbol)s
.are ill the lirst columnl).')
TypeI Pe Resolution ito basic arrays
.11"
Z at .p., -Z 1 at b.c.
c Z 5 SX 7+ T- G at l.p. and b.c.'
d Z tatt l.p. and XY f.c.
-Z 1 at YZ and ZX f.c.
Ce Zl+ Ft1 at l.p. and 17Z f.c.
-Z - 'at. X V an(1 XZ f.('.
B"
Z5
ZI, at I.p., -Z.,, ,It ).(.
Zr5+, 7+ 1' at 1.[). aid( l).C.
dl Zi at l.p. and Z f.e.
-Z 1 at X Y andl XZ f.c.
e Zs,+ Y8 at l.p., ' Y and YZ f.c.
-Z 8 - Ys at ZX f.c.
ICnergy (constants
Presetl
Satier paper
--2.7
0
-1.75
2.2
-1.1
- 2.7
- 1.35
-- 1.75
-1. 
-1.8
-2.676
0
- 1.770
2.167
- 1.084
-2.676
-- 1.338
- 1.770)
--1.084
-1.808
a( is S.C., dipole direction 001
b is B.C., dipole direction 001
c is B.C., dipole direction 111
d is F.C., dipole direction 001
( is F.C., dipole direction 0 1
''".1" is an array which has nearest neighbor strings of
an tiparallel dipoles
"/" is an arrayv which has earest neighlbor strings of
antiparallel (lipoles if the dipoles are contained
in a plane perpendicular to the dipole direction,
andl passing through the dipole.
____I__  1_____11 __ 11 1_1
4 i
. i
'IABLEI I \. Chitaracteristic v; iues ; 1(i
in the B.C. case. Valid for spherical
cf. Table I.
t Vlpi(l )tsic Ir N is
slilil-)le, otherwise,
Typical B.A.Characteristic value Degree of At lattice At body
of : degeneracy points centers
fl =f = 0 6 ZI Zl
6 Z8 Z8
f2=-- 9.687 6 Z. Z2
f3 = f4= 4.844 12 Z Z3 Z3
f5 = 5.351 6 Z 5 Z5
f6-+g= 7.944 6 Z6 Y7
f 6-g = - 13.296 6 Z6 Y7
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B.A. all correspond to the same characteristic value fi of
the field operators I, therefore any set of six orthogonal
linear combinations of these B.A. will also be B.A. In
view of the considerations at the end of 2), it is conven-
ient to choose B.A. having constant dipole strength. Such
a choice would be Zi, ZiJ andLZi , - Zi l and similarly for
Xi, Yi
The number 6 and 7 arrays require special consider-
ation as they give rise to off-diagonal terms in the field
matrix. In other words, there is an interaction between, for
example, a Z6 array at the lattice points and a Y7 array
at the body centers. The diagonalization is easily com-
pleted by choosing CZ 6, Y7 and 6, - Y7] as B. A. The
corresponding characteristic values are f5+g and f6-g.
Similar B.A. are constructed from the other 6 and 7 arrays.
These results are summed up in Table IV.
The F.C. case can be discussed in exactly the same
manner. The treatment is somewhat more complicated because
of the presence of many more interaction terms. Only the
results are given(Table V). In order to btain the energy
values in units of N2 /42 , one has to multiply the character-
istic values of by (- ~) in the B.C. case and (- A) in
the F.C. case.
Since all the B.A. are defined so as to have a
constant dipole strength, the minimum energy configurations
are simply obtained by choosing the highest characteristic
values from Tables IV and V. Hence, the minimum energy for
-28-
the B.C. case is - (g+f 6 )N 2 2= 1.986N2/ 2 and for the F.C.
case - (h4/8) N22 1.808N 2
It may be noted that Sauer correctly guessed one
of the minimum energy arrays in the S.C. and F.C. case, but
not in the B.C. case.
Finally, the possibility of "ferromagnetism" for
these arrays should be discussed. Summing up our results,
we notice that in all cases the minimum energy configuration
has been non-polarized. This result, however, is true only
for spherical samples. Otherwise one has to add a term
-1(4r/3- )N2/t 2 to the energy of the polarized number 1
arrays, for all three cubic types. In the extreme case of a
very long thin needle/ =0, and the energy constant becomes
-2n-/3 = - 2.094, while the energy constants of the lowest
non-polarized arrays are for S.C. -2.675, for B.C. -1.986
and for F.C. - 1.808. Thus, the S.C. array is always non-
ferromagnetic, while the other cases should exhibit ferro-
magnetism for long thin needles. In the case of a F.C.
lattice cut in the form of a prolate spheroid, the ferromagnetic
state is favored above an axis ratio of 6:1. This result has
been found before by Sauer7 Whether this ferromagnetic state
has a physical reality is, however, subject to some doubt.
5) E 2 Arrays in a Magn etic Field
The energy of a given r 2 array in a magnetic field
is easily calculated. Considering first the S.C. case, one has:
-29-
since only the number 1 arrays have a resultant magnetic
moment. Let us introduce the notation al +b1 +c, =q2 q
being the magnetization of the array in units of N/A. Denot-
ing the angle between magnetization and external field by
(40) becomes
Or:~ 2 Z A {# 86, + c.J -i .Or >y m
This expression should be minimized under the strong condition
(34), which we again replace temporarily by the weak condition
(35). In our present notation (35) takes the form:
E Z," . ,L c,') - ( 42)
We now minimize the energy at fized q. From (41)
we see that cos~ =1, i.e. the magnetization is parallel to
the magnetic field. The minimization of the first term is
exactly the problem solved at the end of 2) since fl = 0.
The solution is
P = alXl+blYl+clzl+a5X5+b5Y5+ c5 z5 , (43)
with a52+b 52 +c52 1-q2.
The energy becomes
U = - l(l-q 2 )f5-qH-(4r/3-I)q 2 /2 (44)
Equation (44) may now be minimized with reqpect to q:aU/aq=O
leads to
Defining a critical field He as
SC (45)
and remembering that q C 1, we have
In ohe w tre e t l 4 ic (46)
In other words, there exists a magnetic field H0
above which the magnetization is constant (saturation) and
below which it drops to zero linearly with the field. It is
recalled that the magnetization is given in units of N .
Whether or not (43) is the correct solution is still
dependent on whether it satisfies the strong conditions. This
is generally not the casefor an arbitrary direction of the mag-
netic field ($ L1 0, bl - 0, C1 0). If, however, the mag-
netic field is along one of the cubic axis or in one of cubic
planes, then the resulting array can be chosen to have constant
dipole strength. For example, if the field is along the cubic
axis, say in the Z direction, then the array
p 4 5X5- b5 Y5 ClZ1
satisfies all the requirements.
Since in the general case, the simple artifice of
first ignoring the strong conditions does not work, one has
to introduce (34) at the outset. This can be done by the method
of Lagrange multipliers, but the resulting equations are very
complicated and have not been solved. The case of physical
interest is the .C. array (paramagnetic alums), and here the
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simple method works onee more.
The above considerations may be repeated for the
F.C. cese. Equations (40) through (46) are maintained pro-
vided the characteristic values and .A. defined for the S.C.
case for the sacelk are replaced by the corresponding quanti-
ties in the 96-dimensional space. In particular, the energy
constant -f5/2 should be replaced by -h4/8. The minimum energy
array under the weak condition is a superposition of the polar-
ized .A. and those belonging to the characteristic value h4.
Here, however, the formal identity ceases. Actually, the situa-
tion is more favorable than in the S.C. case as the strong condi-
tions may now be satisfied for an arbitrary magnetic field. The
array which satisfies the strong conditions is a superposition
of the polarized rrays and those arrays belonging to the second
class of h4 arrays given in Table V.
6) The Effect of Larmor Precession
We now discuss briefly the effect of Larmor preces-
sion on the results of the previous sections. We shall show
two things:
(1) Under the influence of Larmor precession, an
array does not change its energy. This is clear from general
principles of energy conservation and is also a simple conse-
quence of the formalism given above.
(2) If an array initially satisfies the strong con-
ditions (34), then it will always satisfy them.
The combination of (1) and (2) implies that our mini-
mum energy considerations are in no wrfay affected by the Larmor
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effect. We need only imagine that initially the proper con-
figurtion obtains, and it will then always be the case.
To prove (2), we make use of the expression for the
torque on a dipole in a field. If the field at the th
dipole is 1 and its moment , then the torque is
/Ix t H , and the equations of motion are
(47)
where J is the angular momentum associated with .
but, in general, T- where r is a con-
stant depending on the gyromagnetic ratio. Therefore
(48)
Taking the dot product of (48) with gives -O
since the triple scalar product vanishes. This means that
A- t1 or i = const (49)
(49) is true in the presence of an external as well as internal
field (since we made no assumptions about H ) and is just
the mathematical statement of (2) above.
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III QUANTUMI L/CACEICAL CONSID~ERATIONS
1) General
In this section, we shall discuss the quantum mechan-
ics of the model given in Section II. The quantum mechanical
problem which we need to solve may be formulated in a completely
general fashion. e ask, "hat are the eigenvalues of the opera-
tor obtained when we replace each m of equation (1) by a
corresponding Pauli spin matrix?" That is, what are the eigenval-
ues of the operator
'"v" (5AP)
This problem seems at present insoluble. In attempting
to obtain any information from (50), one immediately runs into
the full difficulty of the quantum mechanical many body problem.
Indeed, it has not yet been found possible to obtain a single
exact eigenfunction or eigenvalue of (50). Even the usual sim-
plifications that enable reasonable approximations to be made
in the case of ferronmagnetism, (i.e. nearest neighbor interaction,
isotropy of interaction) break down here. Further (50) does not
commute with the total angular momentum Z Hi of the sys-
tem, and therefore does not represent a system which conserves
angular momentum. his means that it is impossible to specify
states with a definite total spin and therefore, that simple
states such as those discussed in the previous section, can have
no exact quantum analogue. They must exist in some approximate
sense, however, for it is clear that for a macroscopic sample,
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one must be able to speak of a magnetization.
In one dimension, the situation is not so bad as in
three. here ~ takes the form
I Cr w , -T 3 6Tf Ci
TY)= 2/ l -L/3 (51)
This commutes with L: r (as it clearly must from the
rotational symmetry of the problem) and therefore states of
definite multiplicity do exist. One may solve the spin wave
problem for such an array (this is done in appendix 1.) for
example. The form of (51) is actually not too different from
that corresponding Hamiltonian for the ferromagnetic linear
chain. (The 0( *'6k being in exact correspondence, and the
(TI 0L term adding nothing to the complexity as it is
already diagonalized in the representation one would use.) One
15
would,therefore, expect that the method of ethe (which gives
the complete solution of the eigenvalue problem in the one dimen-
sional ferromagnetic case) might be applicable here. The long
range of the dipole forces, however, sufficiently complicates
an already extremely complicated procedure, so as to render the
problem practically (if no longer in principle) insoluble.
WNe will therefore abandon the exact eigenvalue problem
and ettempt to get information by less direct means.
2) A Mean Value Theorem
We shall now shovr that the expectation value of the
energy in any "Hartree approximation" will be exactly what was
-35-
to be expected classically. By "Hartree approximation we simply
mean one in which the wave function is theorem as a simple prod-
uct of single spin wave functions. Now the most general spin
function ( ) is given by
rw c~Ba (d /B Ac ~~J/ (52)
o0 representing a spin function with the spin in the plus direG
tion, a spin function with the spin in the minus 4 direction.
This function represents a spin quantized in the positive
9, c direction. Let us take as our general artree function
(53)
God being determined by 9k and ?fk; the product being over
all the dipoles in the crystal. We consider the expectation
value of the energy, i.e.
(54)
If we write =A (*+ b a and substitute (53) and (50), we
find
?-I 1 6 r ~ f7T 14, A, r(1 e<05j+3t-r Fjiji32/r ( 11,
'kll i,' * VX -
ar~~~~~n,,~~Ao
(55)
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where we have put ( _ (x,y,z). Taking the scalar
product of (55) with / , we find
01'I ;) 2 oftC S [>zc+;- ^ 
-
-A li )ttle agic manipulato no o so e xa C  
A little algebraic manipulation now shows this to be exactly
the same as () if we make the substitution
1 = sin 9m cos m
/a3c =cos m
The theorem is actually more generally valid (no very specific
use of the dipole-dipole nature of the forces having been made)
but we shall only use it in the simple form given above.
We may view the above theorem in another light. by
the variational formulation of the fundamental problem of
quantum mechanics, we know that ( V ;() is always greater
than or equal to the lowest energy of the system. Since, if we
take a product eigenfunction which represents a (say) 5 array,
we get (for the S.C.case) the lowest possibhle classical energy,
we know immediately that the lowest quantum mechanical level is
at least as deep as the lowest classical one. We cannot, howeve;
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conclude that there is really a lower level quantum mechani-
cally. The results of this section, in connection with those
of the first, do seem to make this reasonable.
3 ) Special Examles
In attempting to get some information about the
nature of the exact solutions of the eigenvalue problem, we
have solved a number of simple examples. These are:
a} Two dipoles on a line.
b) Two dipoles in a magnetic field not directed
along the line joining them.
c) Three dipoles along a line.
d) Four dipoles along a line.
a) is quite simple and may be solved in a variety of ways.
The Hamiltonian is
(56)
where we have chosen the line of centers to be the z axis, and
the dipole to be at a unit distance. Perhaps the most elegant
solution of the problem is to notice that (56) is invariant
to rotations about the z axis and to permutation of the two
particles. This uniquely determines the eigenfunctions to be
0, o t(I oe~ , t,~, d, ~ ._ /o( . The corresponding eigen-
values are -2,-2, 4, 0. The classical energies corresponding
to this situation would be a continuum stretching from -2 to 2.
It is seen that the lowest level is unaffected, but that the
higher ones are.
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(b) Even this quite simple problem is difficult
algebraically and contains some features of the general prob-
lem. The amiltonian is
--- -Irv '4 / t)
(57)
(,,p> }) being the direction of h. We expand a general asi Zr R. i, where , , -i= . , , ok= I4s::Ak, # I+=,PIP/)
The form of the latter is chosen so that they are eigenfunc-
tions of the permutation operator of the two particles. Substi-
tuting into =E- 1 and equating coefficients, we find one
eigenvalue to be - 0 (belonging to 4 ) and the other eigen-
values determined by
2(C-1) - E 0 2(A-iB) 0 O
0 -2(C+l1)-E 2(A.-i3)
(A+iB) (A-ii) 4-E
A a -H r , B -H , C -- H 7 .
Expansion of this equation yields
&- 4 t eC~+ 3 -A'- , >'. ~ . 2 C - ~7 -, , )-o
(58)
If the field were along the Z axis, AB =0 and E'-4, -2(1± ),
as might be expected. An exact solution of (58) may be given,
but the results are very complicated and throw no particular
light on the main problem. Perhaps the only conclusion one may
draw from the above example is that as soon as there ceases to be
one preferred direction in the dipole problems, they become
enormously more complicated.
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The problems c) and d) were investigated in an attempt
to get information about the changing energy spectrum as one
increases the length of the chain of dipoles. it was also
hoped that it might be possible to learn enough from the solu-
tion of these comparatively simple problems to develop a tech-
nique applicable to the general case. The latter did not develop
however. The formal solution of the above problems may be accom-
plished rather simply using permutation and rotation operators
as constants of the motion, or by using the fact that the struc-
ture in question is invariant under the group ov 17 The
17 177
eigenvalues in the three dipole cases turn out to be -,0,2t
each of which is doubly degenerate, in the four dipole case, the
eigenvalues are rather complicated (though ,they may be given ex-
plicitly) and will not be entered here. The pertinent conclusion
however, is that in all three cases, the lowest quantum level
coincides with the lowest classical level--a result which seems
generally valid for any one dimensional array.
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IV STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
1) General
The considerations of the previous sections would
be applicable to the discussion of dipole arrays which were
completely ordered, i.e. those in which temperature effects
were not present or negligible. In this section, we shall
develop an approximative method which enables one to take
into account a very small quantity of disorder in the array.
One would at first imagine that the problem could
be dealt with by a suitable generalization of the usual Bloch-
Slater theory of ferromagnetism. Closer investigation, however,
shows this to be impossible, or at least impractical. There
are several reasons: the long range of the dipole-dipole forces
(in contrast to the short range of exchange forces), their
strong directional dependence, and the fact that the dipole
situation is, if anything, more analogous to anti-ferromagnetism
than to ferromagnetism. The latter is particularly serious
because, as far as the writer knows, no rigorous theory of
anti-ferromagnetism has ever been given. Van Vleckl 8 and Bitter1 9
have given treatments analogous to the usual Weiss-lHeisenberg
theory of ferromagnetism. -These methods, while satisfactory for
the problems they consider, do not seem to be generalizable to
the problem of dipole interaction.
On the other hand, there exists a method of treating
ferromagnetism due to Kramers and Heller 20 (which has been gen-
eralized to anti-ferromagnetism by Hulthen 1 ) This method (under
-41
certain suitable assumptions to be given later) turns out to
be of use in our problem. This scheme permits us to take full
advantage of our information about the ordered states of the
system, and also permits a quantization of our results (in a
sense to be given in the subsequent discussion.) We have
applied this method to the case of strong and weak fields, i.e.
fields much greater than the internal field produced by the
dipoles and fields less than this internal field, respectively.
2) Dipole Arrays in a Strong Field
Let us consider the energy (/ ) of an array of dipoles
on a S.C. lattice in the presence of an external magnetic field H
in the z direction (taken to be one of the crystallographic axes):
(59)
is the dipole moment of the dipoles in question, /2a 3
a is the lattice spacing, m = (Xm, Ym' Zm) the direction
cosines of the mth dipole. Other quantities are defined as in
equation (1). Now, if the external field is very strong, most
of the dipoles will be pointed in the z direction. Or to
phrase it slightly differently, the average deviation of a
dipole from the z direction will be small. Therefore, xm,YmeC Zm*
Since zm = I x'Ym , we may write approximately
1 m2+Ym2)
zmG = i -~ (X · f (60)
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If we substitute this into (59) we would obtain for a
constant (representing the energy if there were no thermal
agitation) plus a quadratic form in Xm, m- We write
~~I)UC3~~V~~ ~(61)
N being the number of dipoles present. This expression con-
tains several further assumptions. Firstly, we have assumed
that in this quadratic form we need only consider nearest neigh-
bor interactions. This is not as severe an approximation as
( might be thought at first, because the whole term itself is
) assumed small. Further, the effect of non-nearest neighbors
would only amount to about 20 Ie (dipole forces falling off
inversely as the cube of the distance) if it were completely
additive. This is not the case, however, since the deviations
Xm and Ym are chaotic (at least to a first approximation) and
it is well known that the dipole forces give zero interaction
for a chaotic arrangement of dipoles. The second assumption
is that the sample is sphericalwhich allows us to place the
term Z ZmZm (1-3 32)= Z(1-(xm 2 xn2+ Y 2 +m 2 )(l 3 2 )
1 Z(x 2+x2+y 2 +y 2 )(-3 2 ) = 0.
We now make a canonical change of variables in the
energy expression (61). We can consider as canonical variables
of a single spin the two independent coordinates necessary to
specify it. Call these Sm m' where Sm measures the z com-
ponent of1 , m and em the angle the projection of 4m on the
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xy plane makes ith the x axis. Sm will be proportional
to Zm, but to give SmPm the dimensions of i, we must multiply
by a constant having the dimensions of h. We choose Sm= 2 Zm
where n is the number of spins belonging to the dipole moment
The reason for this choice will become apparent when we "quantize"
our model in the next section, for there we shall see that this
( choice gives correct limiting values for the magnetization and
entropy. Now, if we consider small deviations from the z
axis, it is clear that xm and ym are approximately rectangular
coordinates for specifying AU m' and therefore are approximately
canonical variables. Choosing new variables Xm= Xm = Y2Xmm Ym
we may write (61) as
Af,
The summation Ho means we sum over each dipole and its
six nearest neighbors. Now any unitary transformation on the
Xm and Ym change cannonical variables into canonical variables.
In particular, if we choose linear transformations into new
variables p, and q, such that (62) will be a sum of squares
of p. and q, these new variables will also be canonical.
It is well known 10 that if a quadratic form is transformed to
a sum of squares, then the new coefficients are the eigenvalues
of the matrix of the old coefficients. Call these new coefficients
a( ) and b(*t), respectively. Then we have
(63)
K. and it only remains to find the eigenvalues a(X), b(;M).
Let us consider first a( ) (b( r) will be obtained
in exactly the same fashion.) The matrix of the coefficients
is given by
if m,n represent
nearest neighbors
(64)
= 0 if m,n represent non nearest neighbors
If we take an arbitrary vector to be m , the eigenvalues
will be given by
(65)
Since Mmn depends only on X (or (m-n)), we immediately try
the substitution
I' (t,, ~ 3r r, 4a m~)2C~r e
(66)
Substituting (66) into (65) we find
A A - d 2 +-1 anf 4, 35)
X2 (67)
Now the periodic boundary conditions (which we assume here)
assert that if we increase n in 1kn by G (G being the
size of the sample in any crystallographic direction, G=N) in
any direction we must get the same value. In order for this
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to be so, we must have fi = f -t where Oa: is an integer.
In order to obtain all the eigenvalues, we must take all 6's
in the range O OA . G-l. We then have that
a )o - ._ . + 2 . -2 ,o o, .4o, + ..,, ?.)v2
and similarly 6() 4 .f-d 2v 2Af 2 tX,Xai t (68)
The partition function Q will be given byQ= f.. e kr- Al , . . .//4,e
(69)
since the transformation from (X,Y) to (p,q) is canonical.
stituting (63) in (69),
Q -e
= e _ .
3'
(WkTAM}M +ti h'17~ 1~
one obtains
2'
77r
34' ';G;;
eW{)/ 47
e
The free energy (A) will be given by4 -_r - pt r4 
= -k 7- A(I ~ /7e Al /7- 
7 N
-VrMQr
--~u~H- &A ,   Rrc .. A_ a Ac'
0 v- X v (71)
*In reality the limits should be small, but since the contribu-
tions from large p and q are small, we can extend them
to in either direction.
(
Sub-
;CAV e ~;z xe +
(70)
-C
AV,
%po
,&k/~ C
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NTow a() ) and b( ) are practically continuous functions
of X and therefore we may replace the sum in (71) by an
integral according to the rule
I +1X) r i5 ST~ ( ) - -4-- f(2T,'
Using this, (71) becomes
f-,q df, di d(3
"V
A-- W/I khXY~b IAn V Xk^ vLT 2IX(
(72)
To obtain the magnetization (M) and the entropy (S) of our
sample, we make use of the well known results
dii
5 -a
2f
11 -f= f7- /
2,S &k Ad X o A 2. (2 -a tjrj ^ f f / rnI 
k / 5J)
We may now write the expression (73) for M as
M- Al t s [- 3g, )
Here we have assumed that t . < so that we could make
i.e. that the internal field is much less than the external
field 
i/
I.
*I
k
!w
K. -47 -
the expansion. The resulting integrals are very easy to
evaluate and we find
M· enI/- i k tot uhl ] (70)
Similar expansions for the integral appearing in S yield
S ux- = [ it7 Tr is3 7 e -C s" + 7- 4 ' /' -/ (75)
When H is so large that we may completely neglect ($/#)
we obtain
6= , ,[/ -., r ]
'These formula are exactly the same (except for a trivial addi-
tive constant in the entropy) as the asymptotic form of the
usual Langevin expressions for completely free dipoles.
3) uantization in a Strong Field
It is clear that in order for the above results to
have any use they must be "quantized" in some sense. For at
these low temperatures, the interaction of a dipole with an
external field must be treated as a uantum effect. If the
dipoles were completely free, we would obtain the Brillouin
function2 2 instead of the Langevin function (for the magne-
tization; The difference is very striking if we consider the
fields and temperatures which occur in adiabatic demagnetiza-
tion experiments. For example, if the spin is 1, the field
30,000 G and themperature 10K, the Brillouin function gives
96 7° saturation, the Langevin function 54 D . We therefore
look for some reasonable way of quantizing our results. Such
a process has already been given by Kramers and Hellerl8, who
justified it on the basis of the fact that it gave Bloch's
T law for ferromagnetics. We shall also use this process
and justify it on the grounds that it yields the asymptotic
form of the Brillouin function for negligible internal inter-
actions.
Let us go back to expression (63) for the energy
(Zi@ A= ;76C> z 4 0sD4(63)
We may regard (63) as the energy of a set of harmonic oscilla-
tors (one for each ). The quantization of the energy of
these oscillators is then the desired result. Now, the fre-
quency which-corresponds to an oscillator whose Hamiltonian
is Ap2 + Bq2 is easily seen to be 2 AB and therefore the
frequency associated with the X 'th oscillator is
(76)
The energy associated with the system if the X.th oscillator
in the nth state is
g 9 ·c/8 + zCtSX 5, E, (77)
* Here we have dropped the zero point energy h 
following Kramers and Heller. If one carries it along, it
is mpossible to get an agreement with the correct asymptotic
form of the Brillouin function.
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The partition function is then given
e Mr 2
e- -* &'X/ /k,e 
.*,... ,e,
by
/I
it
I
/ -e /(7
(78)
The free energy becomes
,4= - k T 4,
= 4 a/+,, (-(2 
~~r Ht x(I J
-k 4krzZ
= 
0
e
- .-1
where
Let us consider log (1 - e
., A w u,
). If we put
;(~,,,) , /we may write for
flk*7M,# 7-T
14 ( -4 4f A -+ 11 " 1 .. 
--- L 2= ZiO Htrk -AJr. )
since we have assumed
Therefore e 't < <
where - kr 
, ^/e 
/A H >kT
and 0
(neighborhood
.- o C- ,
of saturation)
.- W -' { S, n s t A-))
= 
Substitution of this and
into (80) yieldsa ( A='
-r ( 2C , -C W, -... 't7T z
; 05(o
(81)
where T - 4/1A k T
tCLT) t) (82(27T) I
*t)
Xro/
(79)
(80)
r = -., -2 s ,#C, >v 3
I
/41
K
29
kk/J,
I ;r
f ,/ 
- -Z evy X * 40 -v. f- 4 X,
- -~-* - 4n &, -t- 2- .3 V
fT
- e (8 )
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Io(t) = Jo(it) where Jo(z) is the ordinary Bessel function
of zero th order. Substituting this into (79), we find
A· - /J/r - N r e L . Lo I 2 2cJ
(83)
Differentiation will give M and S, i.e.
4= sz (/- ,.e I<, .Z , }
A/k (r w rJ(I,/) -Zt Vs(2yJI,(rJ 4XID (,((z)) 1;)e
7:; hr) 4 a -Cl z row(84)
These are our final formulas for the magnetization
and entropy in the strong field case. We notice that when the
interaction is so weak that it can be neglected against
kT, = o and T
S = ok (+ )ef
which are exactly the asymptotic expressions for the Brillouin
function.
Chen e is small but not zero (internal interactions
weak compared to kT) we can expand the expressions (84) with
respect to 't. It is then possible to show that the magnetiza-
tion decreases with decreasing field (as it should), but that
the effect is quite small. The relative change in magnetization
is of the order of tf Le . We omit the tedious expansions
which lead to this conclusion.
L,) Weak External Fields
If the external field is less than He (cf.5) Sec-
tion II) and the entropy zero, then, we would expect a mixture
of nunber 5 basic arrays and S arrays. (Throughout this sec-
tion, we deal only with the S.C. case.) The presence of a
small amount of disorder gives rise to small deviations from
this "equilibrium" condition. The proceedure here shall be
Just as in the previous two sections, i.e. we shall perform
an expansion about the"equilibrium" condition, dropping terms
of higher than second order. The original Hamiltonian will be
the same as (59) above
(59)
We assume the equilibrium state is given by
XA_ -. O (-she 3 s - She(85)
where q =/H as before and l = For small devia-
tions from equilibrium (85) will take the form
(86)
Om' m are small, and to ^ . m are the canonical coordi-
nates of the m dipole.
We have
'_ -- D (87)
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as long as q is not too close to 1. We shall make the same
nearest neighbor approximation as in section 2. Then, using
(87) and (86), we obtain for the Hamiltonian (to second order)
;= -/.,.,~f -)skVroP( - - 2)
+ KI f(-3Av { 2 S4,,iw(/-3J379J. C
''
If we let = and ,then are
also canonical, (88) takes the form
Al, (89)
To write (89) as a sum of squares, we introduce a linear trans-
formation on ('i-- /R, I . Calling the eigenvalues of
the matrix of the coefficients of the Rm terms A(X), and
those of the 1 terms B(X), we obtain
The letters NN under the summation imply summation over
The letters NN under the summation imply summation over
nearest neighbors only.
The determination of A(X) and B( ) goes just as before--
we only quote the result:
2 At= Li" i2)
and
-A7rcr.3 A,.
co
(90)
O - !; 6- 
To obtain the classical partition function, we use
G 5 A .f~ f e em7-
yielding (analogously to (70), (71) and (72))_
SOl
J2k*.;
I Air i 7
.4.'7 ""Vj&; '''dw W&
(91)
It is possible to give an approximate treatment of
the integral appearing in (91) for different limiting cases
but as we are really only interested in the quantum mechanical
formula, we shall not enter into this discussion.
5) Quantization in a Weak External Field
The process here is exactly analogous to that used
in Section 3), the only difference being that we have a differ-
ent formula for the characteristic frequencies. The free
energy will be given by(27)"* ' ,9-
S _ v sil' 2r ter 
'7) 4kda;* (92)
d 0, - - - '-/ '4'
with
40s W I **J Ai j 13(NJ
- ('F ". -z * ('6 f
Substituting, we obtain
: 1 -,2 -,#, "4(i, #2 4>, - i%4)
11(/- e 4, r 
srf- f/
0
g1/-e ) ,
We can evaluate K in two limiting cases.
1) Y al e
reduce to the classical result
These are:
· This is easily seen to
(91) and will not be further
discussed.
2) r In this case, the chief
tribution to the integral comes from the region where g( ) O.
We therefore expand g(
one such point.) We put
C, , = -/ , (
about this point (there is
21
ff1
it
AA4T
(2 !!'
(zt 47(I 1r) K
c on-
only
- r -r
A,* 
0C r
4-10 VP2(
"W '43
4* W.
resulting
9w/=
= 3 f, 4;t ' )
neglecting fourth order terms in
however, that
the ? 's. Thi s
is much greater than range of
assumes,
3' s which
contribute to the integral.
-- ' f ~ l' t I,- e a kr
Substitution gives for
P' A.#d "
'%)OW w" 4^a
- ffpC &-e
4??-
_ 1"
=1 6Ir-
41r
_ _
/
(4
e -t )~r k ,. da'z
1"v
= _ I f4f - 3
ef &kyi 
Therefor
or
yielding
=
,e
A = S '- f
1[- 1
-4= 
P# 9O 
~S ~ ; =L4 3 7T- (94)
__ ___ __ __ ___
extended the limits to infinity since we assume that
only the contributions from the neighborhood of the origin
are significant.
in
e'/ P /&-55-
K
f)V,
3
r7. (93)
*e We have
7-
I.,. /-j ") V, I t
?AS r!
-f r~
(;fLO - ,-'
* S d9 wX. d W. k 4 W
/;s -
,* z -f" -& I) P-La
f 1-k/C 7
Yy If
'/C -,ft A I
/ rA7 )
( 4W k
41-5- 71 )
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We may eliminate T from equation (90) and obtain
(/ S 5
(95)
This gives us the magnetization as a function of field strength
for an adiabatic process.
When q2 is' actually extremely small (very weak
fields) we must resort to another method of evaluating the
integral K. Since K is a function of q2 only (g( )
being a function of q2 only) we may expand, i.e.
(96)
where
IT a- _ ~ 
As above, we may write g( ) in the form
Since trgo txh+i.) (IdI Lcu'.. 4 X ' - e(3, art rg ,;nJ)
Since throughout this discussion we are regarding
AtiU,,X small, we may neglect the term
relative to 212q . This gives
and thereforeI: = , - tI 2 -jr -A .)1 .4 'I I
IV-1 2 W. '4 A/)
= -f t'r *'-L-r k Vs11
d W, 44Vl~, AhW3
N- L~~y~~- L/i j'~~~f T- r-- 43 A/ ~
We have put nkt 1,
,= Iff /z/,I-e
C -
, as before
Oi- - -i
-
. c/r -/.
E:,= ') I 
7/ tff ) I- U6~ e
- eZ " -* - b =- -w
-00 jfff:"- -4 - %0-
e .. 2-..',,t 4  W .
_~~~~~~~~~ 
4(, dMsjh,
4/ ",t
(98)
In these expressions, we have made the substitutions
UkS N- J-
appearing
I
/ k'3'M 7T 7"r - The integralS
in (97) and (98) are pure numbers.
a and
They may be
uated numerically, and yield
a = 60.3
c = 6.10
The free
14- 
energy now becomes
A *kT C +
_ _ _ _ 1 __- 4'.11w
(3 13
(¢ .
4 (z 27J
Differentiation of (99) with respect to H and T (or q and 1)
gives the magnetization and entropy of
A11A, (/- ??v4,
-5 4
a= f(2 7,T)
( 5c c -
the sample:
(ZI - I;)
(2 / Lj& 
3,L t- A)
c
eval-
/- /
(99)
(100)
(101)
-- III I I I --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-
) 401V 014 061-
4 1 P
M Z - 4k1
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To get the adiabatic magnetization curve for very small q,
we eliminate t from (100) and (101). To a first anproxima-
tion, we may put (using (101)
-3/2 ~ 2(2r)3 (S)
and therefore
Me~ !j N X(-1 _ -
or
i/ t- -XC (102)
(102) shows that the initial slope of the magnetization curve
is less than it would be if the system were completely ordered
(i.e. S=O.) This conclusion is consistent with the solution
for larger q, and permits us to draw a smooth curve for the
entire region of weak fields.
Formulas (84), (95) and (102) form the main results
of this section. They give (except for certain regions into
which we may extrapolate) a description of the adiabatic mag-
netization of a paramagnetic substance throughout the entire
range of external field.
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V DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In this section, we shall discuss the possible
application of our results to experiment. For this purpose,
one would have to find a substance which is magnetically
dilute (so as to minimize interaction and rule out exchange
effects) and in which the levels are unaffected by Stark
splitting. Such a "magnetically ideal" substance is Cs-Ti
alum2 3 --indeed, at present, it seems to be the only one.
Unfortunately, almost nothing is known about its magnetic
properties. For example, the saturation magnetization has
never been measured absolutely, and consequently the magneton
number of the substance is not known. On the other hand, the
24
crystal structure has been worked out by Lipson and Beevers,
who find the magnetic ions to be on a face centered cubic
structure, the number per c.c. being 2.08 x 1021. In the
following, we shall assume this data of Lipson and Beevers,
and we shall also assume that the Ti ion carries one
Bohr magneton.
To investigate the validity of our formulas, one
would recommend a proceedure something like this: First,
measure the saturation moment of Cs-Ti alum so that/- is
definitely known. Then perform adiabatic demagnetization
experiments from very high initial fields (about 4xxl04 g)
and low initial temperature (about 10K.) In this case, the
entropy of the sample would be so small that the non-statis-
tical theory of section III could be applied with complete
confidence. Should there fail to be an agreement with
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experiment, we could attribute it definitely to quantum
mechanical effects. Indeed, these experiments should give
us information about the lowest energy level of the system.
Then by lowering the initial field (or increasing the initial
temperature) one could see clearly the statistical effects.
Possibly the only relevant experiment on Cs-Ti
alum which has been thus far performed is that of DeHaas
and Wiersma 3 The salient feature of this experiment is that
the magnetization stayed constant from H = 24,000 gauss
(which is about 901 saturation if one assumes a magnetic
moment of a Bohr magneton) to a field of about 100 gauss.
It then dropped to zero almost linearly with field. This
behavior is in general agreement with the results of section
III, where complete initial saturation was assumed. However,
the calculation of the critical field (using above data)
yields H = 69 g. This is of the correct order of magnitude,
but the deviation is serious. As mentioned above it could
easily be due to quantum effects.
Since there is actually a small amount of disorder
present, we should really use the results of section IV.
However, the formulas there are only derived for the S.C. case,
while the alum in question is F.C. Investigation of these
formulas des seem to indicate that the strong field part
of the curve would be practically unaffected, while the weak
field part (H Hc or q < 1) would be slightly displaced.
The fact that our formulas do tend to keep the magnetization
near its initial value is in itselfsomewhat consoling as
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Van Vleck's theory5 indicates rapid dropping off of the mag-
netization with decreasing field strength. It is not surpris-
ing, however, that Van Vleck's results should not agree too
well with experiment as the expansion he uses converges
poorly (or not at all) in the critical region.
The magnetization could also be obtained on the basis
of a theory of Sauer and Temperly6 This leads to a critical
field below which the magnetization drops at once to zero.
Such a result is an immediate consequence of their assumption
that the spins are always parallel or antiparallel to the field.
Hence, in this model there is no possibility of a state with
vanishing entropy and having a magnetization intermediate
between zero and the saturation value. Their coupling scheme
corresponds to that used in the Paschen-Bach effect, while
actually one is in the region of anomalous Zeeman effect.
In the case of alums containing magnetic ions with
more than one electron the magnetization curve is very much
influenced by the crystalline field and the present theory may
not be used alone. The dipole interaction, however, should
be the decisive factor for the state of the system at absolute
zero if the number of electrons in the magnetic ions is odd.
The question of main interest is whether or not the state
will be polarized (ferromagnetism or anti-ferromagnetis-m). In
III, it was shown that for spherical samples, the lowest state
was always non-polarized, but that in the important F.C. case
(to which the paramagnetic alums belong) a prolate spheroidal
sample of axis ratio larger than 6, the polarized state will
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have the lower energy. This is of interest in connection
with the "ferromagnetism" observed by Krti, Laine, and Simon2 5
for iron ammonium alum at low temperatures. That a stable
ferromagnetic state really exists is still open to some
question. In the first place, the numerical values of the
energy constants might be changed by the above mentioned
quantum mechanical effects. In addition, it should be empha-
sized that pure energy considerations cannot completely decide
questions of stability. The forces tending to polarize the
crystal originate in distant parts of the sample, while the
depolarization forces are due to relatively near neighbors.
If the sample is cooled to a temperature below the Curie point
by contact with a heat bath, rather than by adiabatic demag-
,netization, a ferromagnetic state would certainly not be estab-
lished. This is not to be confused with the situation in true
ferromagnetics, where the saturation moment is masked only by
the domain structure. The question needs further study, both
from the theoretical and the experimental point of view. It
may certainly be said, however, that dipole ferromagnetism-
if it exists-has a character essentially different from exchange
ferromagnetism.
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APPENDIX I
Spin Waves on a 1-dimensional Dipole Array
We assume a general familiarity with the Bloch
treatment of spin waves 26 for ferromagnetism.
Let the Hamiltonian of the system be
a, / c, -s B 6t -- =Z 7, (1)
W'Ie are interested in solutions of the eigenvalue problem for
(1) which have all spins parallel except for a single one.
Let V j be a wave function which has the spin of the
atom down, all others up. Then our solution may be written
in the form
; (2)
Substituting in the eigenvalue problem
9~~ V'<~~ = E < ~~(3)
we obtain
The matrix element in (4) is easily evaluated by makinp use of
well known properties of the Pauli spin matrices. It is
-I I+3(/-24s j)-2JkI
-t *~r-~,-s,)  
Using this (4) becomes
Pa -4* Ila, I' l (53)Si-2jj,
carrying out the summations indicated in (5), and making use
of the abbreviations a- 2 --- - ;
( F s - 4 
'O~) , the energy at no excitation) we find
(C -/c rI)a = 4 al II -j1l (6)
To solve equations (6), we make the usual substitution
yielding
-/ka = (4 r) /
or E - /6714 F -
'f xi
(7)
, 7zft
A' a
Here V r (G integer by periodic boundary conditions,
· This gives us a band of levels centered
around 6, =w/ra . For the spin wave investigation, one
is usually interested only in the lowest levels. These occur
in the neighborhood of )( =rr. We therefore investigate
f(?)/ - :
-* _,
4,,, 3
in \the neighborhood of - =rr. Let us place r- X =,then
if f(R ) = g( ), we obtain
(f ) - 27 t
We now make use of a well known result in the theory of Fourier
series 2 , 'e e.
(- 4P,4 -
_*M /-
0 'C 7-
.'Ij -k)
'*~ -. ,
4n, zX
Ms '-k 13
0 4 ar- -4 Al - /
J-1 / 2-40P Lw 
:z C P
for small p this becomes
or 0 S-)* A _
I
integration of (8) with respect to
o 
2 - =*-~~ P-41 .
-4 2 e l^( )
1 2 - Itf (8)
P from 0 toP yields
, %
and another integration yields
qrk f - (- J.W aL
I .90 +- .35 P (9)
One could now use this expression to obtain a low temperature
partition function for this system. The analysis, however, is
just as in the ferromagnetic case, and leads one to believe
there is no dipole ferromagnetism in one dimension.
'6
I
v
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APPENDIX II
Some Results on the Statistical Mechanics of One Dimensional
Systems
a) We shall first show that any finite ranged force
in a one dimensional discrete system can never produce a phase
transition. We assume here familiarity with the matrix method28
of evaluating the partition function. Then it is clear, that
in the matrix formulation, the problem will be solved as soon
as we find the largest eigenvalue of a certain finite matrix.
However, all we need know is that if the force is of finite
range and the interacting elements only take on discrete states,
then all the matrix elements are positive. There exists a
theorem due to Frobenius2 9 which states that the largest eigen-
value of a finite matrix with positive elements is always non-
degenerate. It is well known, however, that a phase transi-
tion can only occur if degeneracy is possible and therefore
the above result is proved.
b) In this article, we shall demonstrate an infinite
ranged force which does lead to a phase transition. We take as
a model a set of Al dipoles along a line each of which inter-
acts with every other according to -JL,#. , where , .= /
(generalized Ising model.) The energy of the whole system is
then
E--'/r----/-- -- - -- -J--- -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -- --(1)
It should be pointed out that if the forces have infinite
range, or if the system is infinite in two directions, then
we obtain an ninite atrix and the above proof breaks down.
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and the partition function Q is given by
e NI ,ki
(2)
In (2) X means a summation over all possible configurations
of the system and H = J/2kT. We may write (2) asQ¢ Z e A ,- T At
,A;I
e
-II (IA;)
el
Now, if we introduce -- A X,' and let W(K) represent the
number of configurations of the system which has Ž/* equal
to a definite K, we may write Q as
Q e Z knt) 
(3)
To find W(K), we proceed as follows: Let n be the number
of positive spins. Then the number of negative spins is N-n
and the total spin (K) is given by K=n-(N-n)=2n-N or n 2 
Therefore, a fixed K implies a fixed n. Now the number of
ways we can choose n spins up is N/n! (N-n) '
Q; A= 2-" 7 ,
~~~V(Yr~~~~~~~.
(4)
e (5)
or
I II ~  ~
- AOW 
P- /
; 7 -&) .
Q=2
Lkif~
W (9) = A/ 4 9- /
'a- ). (
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as is usual in such summations, we replace the sum by itsm xim m ter . Call f(K) -e '/ -! N) (
using the Stirling approximation w 4 ! = A 9-1 -o e find
The maximum is given by
1 fE)
-1tg 'ai -ior
or finally by
K tVk2H H (6)
Now it is very easy to see (simply drawing the graph will show
it) that one only has a K O solution of (6) when 2H >
or when NJ · kT. If we define Tc by NJ=kTc, then for
T ) Tc K=o and there is no net magnetization. For T Tc,
we get a finite magnetization which is obtained by solving the
above equation. That is, Tc is a curie point for the system.
It is not claimed that the above example is physically
significant. It is merely given to indicate that somewhere
between the extremes discussed in a) and b) lies a type of
force which will give a one dimensional phase transition.
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c) 'We conclude with a brief rigorous discussion
of the linear classical ferromagnet. It is assumed that we
have a set of spins arranged along a line, each pair of
neighbors interacting with the energy -J/'i- V , where
is the dipole moment of the ith atom and I iZ* I =l,
(Kramers8 model of ferromagnetism) J is a constant. Since
we haveA f.1 - I,-/ Sr,-£.~ 4~.-4,) ( (,cji)
being the polar angles of the ith dipole) the partition func-
tion Q becomes ii (4.. 6c.4Pi e a--V 
' (7)I' c1 = a i A,-d,,-
Now, by the usual arguments of the matrix method, or simply
by noticing that this can be written as an integral with an
iterated kernel, we find
where is the largest eigenvalue of the integral
equation
(8 
C ' -- ''~ /a-o' ~(<'e~) If we regard the ±ntegral
in (8) as an integral operator, then we may write k/= E6 ·
But has rotational symmetry (since it only depends on the
relative angle between the (,r) and (',cr') directions) and
therefore, we can choose,, to form an irreducible repres-
entation of the rotation group. But all the irreducible rep-
resentations of the rotation group are given by the spherical
harmonics
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Y7(©,D) and therefore these are the required
eigenfunctions of (8). To find the corresponding eigenvalues,
we make use of the following formula from the theory of rad-
iation30 2r -
t( kjL) Y () = 4.rt f e
AI A 
Y, r)91 t,&.'d e'd&
,'(E) being the spherical Bessel function of order m.
Substitution of ikr = H yields just (8) above.
corresponding to Lk(&) = Y( 1I) we have the
= L
Therefore,
eigenvalue
The largest
for = O ,
and we have
of these (for all H) is easily seen to be that
i.e.
=- 47i/ 1/Q i= r ___
an exact evaluation of the partition function,
H
4 AV
(9)
(2 )p- -
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